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ABSTRACT
network is a software system designed to help users explore
and analyse networks of people and their expertise within
various collaborative contexts. These contexts include or-
ganisational units such as teams and projects, their outputs
such as products, publications or patents, as well the use of
facilities such as the Australian Synchrotron or the RV In-
vestigator. network currently profiles the CSIRO which
consists of over 5,000 employees working across a broad
range of disciplines. We describe our implementation of an
expertise retrieval system which is a core component of the
network system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We introduce an expertise retrieval system that is de-

signed to assist in finding capabilities within the CSIRO
(Commonwealth Science and Industrial Research Organisa-
tion), a large multidisciplinary organisation which is also
geographically dispersed. Our system, network, uses the
corporate’s heterogeneous datasets of people’s profile pages,
publication repositories, as well as internal organisational
data to profile all the employees. These employees have a va-
riety of roles, such as engineers, scientists, human resources
officers, librarians, and financial officers, covering a broad
range of experience and disciplines. network is designed
to collate and link together information on the employees,
create representative profiles of the experts in all areas, and
provide the following services:

1. Ability for users to search and identify people with
relevant expertise to a topic of interest;

2. Searching for people by name to browse their profiles;
3. Searching over business units for its capabilities;
4. Searching past or current projects linked to specific

topics; and
5. Identify experts on a topic that are located within a

specific geographical region.
Balog et al [2] define expertise retrieval systems as consist-
ing of two main components: expert finding, which helps to
answer information needs such as “find me someone who is
an expert on X” and expert profiling that helps to answer
queries such as “in which topics is this person an expert”.

Currently, network is largely focused on expert finding,
but also provides detailed information and visualisations on
each expert, including their fields of research, experience,
qualifications, activities, biography, a network of colleagues,
affiliations, current projects, and a map of their location.
Details of the search component of network are detailed in
the following sections.

2. PROFILING EXPERTS
Unlike in traditional document retrieval, in an expert re-

trieval system, retrieved items are people or business units.
Therefore, candidates should have a profile that is represen-
tative of their expertise. Evidence of expertise, however, can
be collected from a variety of sources. Our profiling method
is different to some of the past work in that a skills ma-
trix [2] is created. This is to avoid creating a fixed set of
areas of expertise, because of the large diversity of employ-
ees in our organisation. To find evidence of the knowledge
area, we aggregate five different data types available to our
system: employees, publications, organisations and organ-
isational sub-units such as projects and teams, sites, and
facilities. This data is transformed to an RDF dataset of
approximately 1.1 million triples describing organisational
data, publications, peoples’ profiles, and contributions to
software repositories.

Our system creates four different kinds of profile: peo-
ple, project, publication, and organisational unit. A general
overview of what information they contain is shown in the
box below as vectors. We index this information using the
Solr search engine. The scoring of expertise in each field is
left to the ranking stage where different evidence of expertise
is combined in a linked graph. Our system indexed 24, 983
people, 10, 325 projects, 48, 607 publications, and 1, 202 or-
ganisational units.

Person =<id, Organisation Name, Position Name, Title, First-
name, Lastname, Site Name, Street, Longitude, Latitude, State,
Postcode, Telephone, Email, Organisation URI, Active, Personnel
Number, PageRank Score>
Project =<id, Profile, Unit Name, Project Name, WBS-Code,
PageRank Score, Leader URI, Leader Title, Leader Lastname,
Leader Firstname Total Expenditure, Publications, type, Active>
Publication =<id, Conference Date, Publisher, Conference Loca-
tion, Classification, Title, Type, Abstract, Author Names, Out-
come, WBS-Code, Conference Name, PageRank Score, Published
Date, Pages, Access, Source, Year of Publication, Conference
Name, Keywords, Journal Title, Publication Volume, Publication
Issue>
Organisational Unit =<id, Unit Name, Parent Unit Name, Type,
Leader URI, Leader Title, Leader Firstname, Leader Lastname,
Persons, PageRank Score>



3. RANKING EXPERTS
The problem of ranking expertise within an organisation

for a topic of interest differs from web search. Typical meth-
ods in web search may cause unwanted ranking here. For
example, document length normalisation may cause less ex-
perienced people to rank higher simply due to their shorter
profiles. Also, even though spam is less of a concern, PageR-
ank [4] may cause more experienced people to rank higher.
We implemented two classes of ranked retrieval algorithms
in order to experiment with different contributions that they
could offer to our system.

The first class of algorithms only use textual information,
and consist of two approaches, namely a Vector Space Model
(VSM) and a length normalised VSM (VSM LN). The sec-
ond class of algorithms model the experts’ network of rela-
tionships built on: (1) co-authoring publications; (2) work-
ing in project teams; (3) being in the same organisational
units, and (4) similar textual information in profiles.

Researchers have used several strategies to explore aca-
demic social networks [6]. To utilise graph-based informa-
tion, we implemented two such strategies. The first strategy
employs PageRank. The second strategy is evidence-based
(EB) and consists of two steps: (1) It ranks all the profiles
(publications, projects, and business units) except expert
profiles; and (2) The relevance scores of ranked profiles are
used to score experts. Each strategy that uses experts net-
work of relationships (PageRank or EB) is combined with
two text retrieval strategies (VSM and length normalised
VSM). Thus, we have an overall of six alternative ranked
retrieval algorithms.

4. QUERY SUGGESTION
network includes a query suggestion mechanism which

utilises an in-house dictionary of fields of knowledge and
a list of employees names. The former is created using
the “Outline of academic disciplines” page in Wikipedia [7]
and crawling the linked outline pages for each discipline or
sub-discipline to include all the sub-fields. For the sake of
query suggestions, the hierarchy of fields of knowledge is
flattened.1 This suggestion component uses an index of the
dictionary to generate suggestions. Since queries issued to
our system could be names of experts, we also created a
dictionary of employees names. The suggestions based on
names is implemented using fuzzy lookup that is based on
the Levenshtein algorithm. Query suggestion in our system
lists up to ten suggestions for each user query.

5. CHALLENGES IN EVALUATION
Evaluation of network, or any expertise retrieval system,

is challenging for a number reasons: (1) measuring expertise
in a field is subjective; (2) different criteria can be applied
to measure expertise for a multidisciplinary organisation; (3)
ranking of people in comparison to each other for a specific
field is not clear; and (4) different levels of information is
available for the employees in the organisation. To evaluate
the effectiveness of our ranking system, we asked a subset
of employees to fill in a form that asked them to list their
own areas of expertise and the corresponding list of current
employees they know that share that expertise. We also
asked them, if they can, to rank these people. We collected

1This resource will be made public in the future.

a list of 95 different expertise names which we refer to as
queries. For each query, we had an average of 3.16 person
listed. Almost no one ranked their people list for any of
the listed expertise. A simple evaluation of our length nor-
malised VSM (VSM LN) ranking algorithm using BPref and
MAP resulted in 0.2273 and 0.1252, respectively. However,
this evaluation suffers from a lack of judgements for a large
number of experts and their expertise within our organisa-
tion. Evaluation of the other ranking algorithms is ongoing.

Evaluation of expertise retrieval has been investigated in
TREC enterprise track [5, 1] and as well as more recent work
such as a framework proposed for assessment of expertise
profiles [3]. The later however is based on the assumption
that there is a fixed set of expertise already available. We
plan to modify the setting proposed by [3] and ask employees
to provide judgements on their own profiles created by our
system, as well as asking them to issue relevant queries to
identify whether or not they are identified by the system. We
also intend to use the query logs for implicit judgements.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced an expert search system based on a dy-

namic link-based ranking algorithm that captures the or-
ganisational structure as well as relations. This is an early
version with a number of developments under way. net-
work has been released internally in October 2016 and that
allows us to collect query logs and click data. Such data
will be used to develop learning to rank, search result di-
versification algorithms as well as opening opportunities of
evaluating the system beyond collecting explicit relevance
judgements. Another avenue to improve network is by ex-
plicitly suggesting similar experts once one relevant expert
is identified.
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